Onward and Upward – A word from the NTX Chapter President

Starting a new year is certainly easier when the leadership team has it down to a science. In today’s ever changing social-economical-political environment, we should definitely appreciate A4LE volunteer efforts to keep us well-informed. By sharing and learning together, we all contribute to continuous improvement for the families and communities we serve.

Beyond, our everyday professional activities, our North Texas Chapter never ceases to amaze at the giving and caring spirit in which it pursues excellence, extends knowledge, and includes new membership. This year since our leadership retreat we have picked up the mantle to bring meaningful content like never before. We plan to showcase topics to our North Texas Association that are incredibly relevant and thought provoking.

Our local study of “Educational Facility Cost Trends” is one example of a true collaborative effort that was very rewarding and informative. From the feedback received, it will provide useful data in this growing economy. It is paramount that all of us - user, builder, designer alike, work in collaborative ways to achieve ultimate end goals of success for students all over. This mission is a journey on which we are all privileged to be traveling together.

I want to thank those on the Southern Region Board and the North Texas Board who all continually sacrifice their time and resources to produce relationships, opportunity and information that make A4LE an incredibly valuable organization. 2016 / 2017 will be a banner year!

O. Wayne Reynaud, AIA, REFP
President – NTX Chapter A4LE
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